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Intra-atomic Electron-Electron Scattering in p-He Collisions (Thomas Process) Investigated
by Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy
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We have performed a kinematically complete experiment for the transfer ionization reaction
0.15 1.4 MeV p 1 He ! H0 1 He21 1 e2 by measuring the three-dimensional momentum vector
of the He21 ion in coincidence with the scattering angle and the plane of theH0. In the measured
fourfold differential cross section we can clearly distinguish between the independent two-step process
of capture plus ionization and the correlatede-e Thomas scattering. We find ay27.461

P scaling for the
total cross section of thee-e Thomas process. [S0031-9007(97)03631-4]

PACS numbers: 34.70.+e, 34.50.Fa, 39.90.+d
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One of the fundamental capture mechanisms for fa
ion atom collisions was proposed by Thomas in 192
[1] based on a classical treatment. This Thomas proce
can be understood as two consecutive binary collision
first, by the projectile with one of the target electrons an
second, between this electron and either the target nucl
(e-N Thomas scattering) or another target electron (e-e
Thomas scattering). Thee-e Thomas scattering offers a
unique possibility for investigating the dynamic electron
electron (e-e) correlation in atomic collision processes
For fast proton impact the perturbation of the targe
(in our case, helium) is small, and the electrons a
quickly removed from the bound state by thee-e Thomas
scattering. Thus this process will leave the nucleus behi
with its momentum distribution from the initial ground
state, which mirrors the sum momentum of the tw
electrons. Furthermore, the absolute probability for th
process yields information on the spatial distribution o
the two electrons. Thee-e Thomas scattering always
leads to a double ionization of the target, while the captu
can either be to a bound [transfer ionization (TI)] or
continuum state of the projectile [2].

Only two experiments [3,4] which tried to find evidence
for this e-e Thomas process have been reported in th
literature. Both observed significant structures in sing
(Horsdal et al.) [3] and doubly (Palinkaset al.) [4]
differential cross sections of the TI in proton-helium
collisions. Horsdalet al. found a peak in the ratio of
transfer ionization to total transfer (with and withou
ionization) at a scattering anglesuPd of about 0.55 mrad
at projectile energies ofEP  0.2 0.5 MeV . Gayet and
Salin [5], however could reproduce this peak within a
independent electron model (IEM). We experimental
confirm that this peak is caused mainly by the independe
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two-step process and not by thee-e double scattering.
Palinkaset al. [4] found a peak in the doubly differentia
cross sectiond2sysdEedVed at ue  90± and Ee 
600 eV at EP  1 MeV , which could be reproduced by a
second-order Brinkman-Kramers approximation (BK2)
Briggs and Taulbjerg [6], in contrast to the IEM [5]. Fo
TI, Ishihara and McGuire [7] predicted electron emissio
along a second-order ridge atk 1 q  0, wherek is the
momentum vector of the free electron, respectively, a
q the momentum change of the projectile. The Thom
singularity should be located on that ridge atk  yP,
whereyP is the projectile velocity.

In this Letter we report on the first kinematically
complete experiment for TI. We have measured
three momentum components of the recoilingHe21

ion, with a solid angle of nearly4p, in coincidence
with the polar and azimuthal deflection angle of th
outgoing H0 atom. These five momentum componen
fully determine the final state of the reaction (apart fro
the spin). The remaining four momentum components
the three particles in the continuum (H0, He21, e2) are
determined by the energy and momentum conservat
laws, assuming capture to the ground state [8]. We c
clearly separate the independent two-step process fr
the second-ordere-e Thomas scattering by their differen
locations in the nine-dimensional momentum space, a
thus we can determine the contributions to the total
cross section for each of them separately.

We have used cold target recoil ion momentum spe
troscopy (COLTRIMS) [9–12] to determine the three
dimensional momentum vector and the charge states of
recoil ions. The projectile beam was collimated to a size
,0.5 mm and a divergence of,250 mrad. The beam was
charge-state selected before and after the target region
© 1997 The American Physical Society 387
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different sets of electrostatic deflector plates. A precool
supersonic helium gas jet was used as target. It combi
the two most important features necessary for recoil i
spectroscopy: low internal temperatures,50 mKd and the
localization of the target (diameter 5 mm). A residu
gas pressure without a gas jet of1 3 1028 mbar and a
target thickness in the jet of1.5 3 1012 cm22 were ob-
tained. Recoil ions created in the interaction volume wi
the projectile beam were accelerated by a weak elec
field (9 Vycm) onto a two-dimensional position sensitiv
channel-plate detector with wedge-and-strip readout.
stead of a homogeneous field, used in previous experime
[9–11], an electro-optical configuration which focuses th
extension of the target region in all three dimensions
the detector was used [12]. This improves the moment
resolution by a factor of 10. For this experiment we ran t
spectrometer with a momentum resolution of60.15 a.u.,
less than the optimum resolution of60.025 a.u. for all
three directions, in favor of a higher target density.

The mechanisms responsible for nonradiative capt
plus ionization can be grouped into two types, dependi
on whether (i) mainly the target nucleus or (ii) the contin
uum electron compensates the momentum change of
projectile, due to the mass transfer by the captured el
tron. Process (i) occurs if a target electron is captur
by a projectile-target interaction due to a velocity matc
ing between the electron and projectile involving the ele
tronic velocity distributions in the initial and final bound
state (kinematic capture), or if ane-N Thomas process
occurs. From [13] we estimated that thee-N Thomas
process is negligible for TI at the observed energies.
achieve TI in this process the second electron must also
emitted to the continuum. The second step might invol
either a second interaction of the projectile with the targ
(IEM) [see Fig. 1(a)] or proceed via relaxation of the ta
get wave function (shake-off). McGuireet al. proposed
an exchanged order of the latter process with ionizati
and shake-over [14]. Thee-e Thomas mechanism [see
Fig. 1(b)] is a type (ii) process, which could, in principle
occur with two initially unbound electrons or, more gene
ally, via the second-order ridge discussed by Ishihara a
McGuire [7].

The determination of all nine momentum componen
allows us to distinguish experimentally between the ind
pendent process and the correlatede-e Thomas mecha-
nism. For TI, momentum conservation reads

Kx,y,z  2sqx,y,z 1 kx,y,zd , (1)

whereKx,y,z are the momentum components of theHe21-
recoil ion, kx,y,z of the emitted electron andqx,y,z the
momentum change of the projectile.x, y denote the two
components perpendicular andz the component parallel
to the incident projectile. Using energy conservation,
follows to first order inQyEP and in the ratio between
electron and projectile mass for the longitudinalszd
direction [12] [atomic units are used throughoutse 
h̄  me  ac  1d]
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FIG. 1. Kinematics of the two-step process of kinematic cap
ture and ionization by independent projectile electron intera
tions (IEM) (a) and of the correlatede-e Thomas process (b).

Kz 
Ee 2 Q

yP
2

yP

2
2 kz , (2)

Q  eHe 2 eH, where eH is the binding energy of
the hydrogen atom andeHes 22.9 a.u.) is that of the
helium ground state.Ee is the final continuum energy
of the emitted electron. The capture leads predominan
to the ground state of hydrogensQ  22.4 a.u.d [8].
Furthermore, rotational symmetry allows us to defin
qy  0 for each collision event, which means we rotat
the electron and the recoil ion transverse coordinates fro
the lab system into the scattering plane, defined by t
incident and scattered projectile. Thusx andy denote the
components parallel and perpendicular to the project
scattering plane. If we neglectQyyP , the signature for
the stricte-e Thomas mechanism is

q  syP , 0, 0d , k  s2yP , 0, 0d and K  s0, 0, 0d ,
(3)

whereqx  yP corresponds touP  0.55 mrad.
Figure 2 shows the longitudinal recoil ion momen

tum distribution forEP  0.5, 0.8, and 1.2 MeV , each
at uP  s0.15 6 0.15d and s0.55 6 0.15d mrad as in-
dicated in the figure, i.e., the doubly differential cros
sectiondsysduPdKzd. The full curve represents an IE
approximation which divides the two-electron transitio
into two independent one-electron transitions for tran
fer and ionization. The transfer amplitude was calculate
in the continuum distorted wave (CDW) formalism and
the ionization amplitude in the first Born approximation
[5,15]. The calculated results are scaled by a factor of 0
for EP  0.5 and 0.8 MeV . In this model, Eq. (2) may
be split into two contributions which can be assigned t
the different processes,

Kz  2
Qt

yP
2

yP

2| {z }
transfersK0d

1
Ee 2 Qi

yP
2 kz| {z }

ionization

, (4)
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with Qt 1 Qi  Q. The first contribution K0 
2QtyyP 2 yPy2 results from the capture and leads to
backward momentum transfer to the recoil ion which is i
dependent of the continuum electron momentumk, while
the second contribution represents the momentum tran
to the recoil ion originating from the ionization proces
only. We choseQt  21.5 a.u. and Qi  20.9 a.u.
which correspond to the assumption that the more loos
bound electron is ionized. The left vertical lines i
Figs. 2(a)–2(f ) show the values ofK0 for the different
projectile velocities.

The IEM results are nearly symmetric aroundK0 for all
EP, which is understandable because the IE model lea
to Kz ø K0 wheneverEe ø yP or kz ø sEe 2 QidyyP .
The latter case corresponds to the binary ridge conditi
At uP  0.15 mrad, the present experiment shows a bac
ward emission of the recoil ions. This backward mome
tum increases with increasing velocity, but not as mu
as the IE model predicts. The discrepancy between
IEM and the experiment becomes bigger with increasi
velocity. At uP  0.55 mrad up to EP  0.8 MeV , the
main peak of the experiment shows a much better agr
ment with the IE approximation than foruP  0.15 mrad.

FIG. 2. Doubly differential cross sectiondsysduPdKzd as
a function of Kz for EP  0.5 [(a), (b)], 0.8 [(c), (d)],
and 1.2 MeV [(e), (f)]. (a), (c), and (e) are foruP 
s0.15 6 0.15d mrad and (b), (d), and (f) are foruP  s0.55 6
0.15d mrad. Circles: present experiment; full curve: CDW
Born IEM (scaled by0.5 for EP  0.5 and 0.8 MeV); left
vertical lines:Kz  K0 [see Eq. (4)].
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At EP  0.5 MeV , a shoulder and, at0.8 MeV , a distinct
peak structure appear close toKz  0. At 1.2 MeV, the
doubly differential cross section is already dominated b
recoil ions nearKz  0. These facts cannot be describe
by the IEM; thus the contribution aroundKz  0 is as-
signed to thee-e Thomas mechanism [see also Eq. (3)
The slightly positiveKz of the Thomas contribution may
result from the neglectedQ value.

Figure 3 shows the triply differential cross sectio
d3sysduPdKxdKzd for uP  s0.55 6 0.15d mrad at
proton energies of [3(a)] 0.5 MeV and [3(b)] 1 MeV
Figure 3(c) represents the dCTMC calculation fors0.55 6

0.1d mrad at 1 MeV without and [3(d)] with thee-e
interaction (e-e dCTMC). At 0.5 MeV [3(a)] most of the
ions are found very close toK0 (dashed line), while at 1
MeV [3(b)] the momentum distribution shows two distinc
peaks, one atKx  21.6 a.u. and Kz  22.8 a.u., and
one atKx  20.4 a.u. andKz  0.7 a.u. The main peak
at 0.5 MeV, as well as the lower peak at 1 MeV, show
the clear signature of kinematic capture plus independ
ionization. The upper peak in Fig. 3(b) again correspon
to the e-e Thomas mechanism. The kinematic captu
plus independent ionization results in a much largerKx

than thee-e Thomas contribution because a kinemat
capture favors close impact parameters due to the h
momentum components required in the initial state. Sin
the e-e Thomas mechanism does not depend on clo
impact parameters (it is also possible with two electro
at rest), it results mainly in small transverse recoil io
momenta. The four-body dCTMC calculations includ
the radial correlation between electrons by a dynam
screening parameter of the target nuclear charge as we
higher orders in the interaction between electrons and

FIG. 3. Contour plot of the TDCSd3sysduPdKxdKzd as a
function ofKx andKz at a scattering angle ofuP  0.55 mrad.
(a),(b) Present experiment atEP  0.5 MeV (a) and 1 MeV
(b). (c),(d) dCTMC calculation without (c) and (d)e-e
interaction, both at1 MeV. The dashed lines correspond to
Kz  K0 [see Eq. (4)] and the left vertical lines toKx  2qx
[see Eq. (1)].
389
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target nucleus (i.e., thee-N Thomas mechanism). The
e-e dCTMC includes the explicit1yr12 potential which is
“turned on” exponentially when the total energy of eithe
electron relative to the He nucleus becomes positive,
enable e-e scattering but avoiding autoionization [16]
We find in the calculations without the1yr12 interaction
[Fig. 3(c)] that the longitudinal distribution shows th
signature of independent capture and ionization, whe
the transverse momentum of the recoil ion effective
balances that of the projectile [uP  s0.55 6 0.1d mrad
is equivalent toqx  s6.3 6 1.2d a.u.]. In Fig. 3(d),
where the1yr12 e-e interaction is now turned on, the
independent process peaks again nearKx  26.3 a.u.,
in contrast to the experiment. However, a new cont
bution distinct from the above appears at aboutKx  0
and Kz  1.0 a.u. This peak, as in the experiment, i
attributed to thee-e Thomas mechanism.

We have extracted the absolute contribution of t
e-e Thomas scattering by folding two Gaussian fits
the singlydsydKz and doubly differential cross section
ds2ysduPdKzd [see Figs. 2(b), 2(d), and 2(e)]. The re
sults are shown in Fig. 4. We find ay27.461.0

P depen-
dence for thee-e Thomas process by fitting the function
s  a 3 y

b
P to the data. This is in disagreement with th

classical prediction of Thomas [1] and the asymptotic r
sult of the BK2 [6,17], all predicting ay211

P dependence.
However, we find a good agreement for thee-e double
scattering with a “post” version of the four-body refor
mulated impulse approximation (RIA-4B) [19]. Among
other required terms, the crucial1yr12 interaction is ex-
plicitly included in the perturbation potential. In the ex
channel, a dynamic screening of the target nuclear cha
is used as a function of both the ejected electron mom
tum and the incident velocity.

In conclusion we have performed a kinematical
complete experiment on the proton on helium trans
ionization using COLTRIMS. It enables us to distinguis
clearly between the independent two-step process and

FIG. 4. Total cross section for TI: present experiment (so
squares), [18] (open diamonds), CDW-Born IEM (dashe
dotted line), and RIA-4B (upper solid line). Second-ordere-e
Thomas scattering: present experiment (solid circles), class
e-e double scattering [1] (dotted line), BK2 fore-e Thomas [6]
(dashed line), and RIA-4B (lower solid line).
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e-e Thomas scattering in the nine-dimensional momentu
space of the final state. From this we obtained t
first data on the absolute contribution of the Thoma
process to the TI cross section between 0.5 and 1.4 Me
COLTRIMS will also be applied to extend this experimen
up to 10 MeV and to search for double Thomas structur
[20,21] in He21 on He double capture, at the CRYRING
of the Manne-Siegbahn Institute in Stockholm. The g
target and the recoil ion momentum spectrometer for su
storage ring experiments are in preparation.
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